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1) PROBLEM STATEMENT - Can the force of magnets affect the acceleration of a moving car?
2) HYPOTHESIS - I believe that the "push" - "pull" forces from the magnets will increase the
acceleration of the moving car.
3) MATERIALS - 1 frictionless track, 1 magnets track, 11 neodymium magnets, 1 car, 1 photogate
timer, 1 block of styrofoam, 1 knife, 1 role of masking tape, 1 meter stick, 1 spring launcher
4) PROCEDURE -
A) Construct a magnet track to suspend magnets (by velcro) above the frictionless track
B) Place one magnets under the car and suspend the rest of the magnets (number depends on trial)
above the track
C) Time the car’s initial and final velocity with various numbers of magnets
D) Time the car with out magnets as a control
E) Compare the results
5) RESULTS - For every magnet added to the track the car became increasingly slower.
6) CONCLUSION - The magnets decrease the acceleration of the car.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

I attempted to increase the acceleration of a moving car with the use of Neodymium magnets.
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